CASE STUDY

Liberty Communications Increases
Managed Wi-Fi Take Rates while
Cutting Installation Times in Half
with Calix Professional Services
THE CHALLENGE

Liberty Communications is a regional communications provider serving two historic Iowa communities:
West Liberty and West Branch. In operation since 1899, Liberty has evolved its service offerings over the
years to support a full complement of Internet, voice, and TV services for its 2,900 residential and business
subscribers.
In the midst of a multiyear program to bring fiber to its customer base, the company currently offers some
of the fastest high-speed Internet packages available in the state. Monthly packages start at 50 Mbps
and subscribers can enjoy speeds up to 1 Gbps. Any of Liberty’s services can also be combined with its
Managed Wi-Fi service, which the company began offering in mid-2018. The service combines premium
Wi-Fi equipment, support, and performance to ensure the best possible Wi-Fi experience for subscribers.
While some subscribers were taking advantage of the many benefits of Liberty’s Managed Wi-Fi offer, the
overall penetration rate for the service was not near Liberty’s objectives.
SOLUTION

After conducting an internal analysis, Liberty saw two primary factors it needed to address to improve its
current Managed Wi-Fi take rate:
•

Decrease the knowledge gap on premises platforms and technology

•

Increase deployment consistency among its field technicians with installation and troubleshooting best
practices

In particular, Liberty’s technicians needed additional specialized knowledge in the areas of Wi-Fi technology
and installation best practices for successfully operationalizing Calix Support Cloud, GigaCenters,
GigaSpires, and GigaMesh.
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To help close this gap, the company turned to Calix Professional Services. With the EDGE Enablement
Workshop, Calix Professional Services assessed Liberty’s requirements for upskilling field technicians
and customer support teams on Revenue EDGE Systems, Services, and Suites. The Calix Professional
Services expert held onsite working sessions with the Liberty team. These covered technology and system
information, as well as optimizing service delivery workflows to achieve the speed, consistency, and quality
they needed to deliver new technology and services to their subscribers. The Professional Services expert
also worked closely with Liberty’s technicians on actual field installations. Part of the two-day workshop
involved field demonstrations of best practices for delivering, troubleshooting, and managing advanced
Wi-Fi services and helping them refine their own installation processes.
T H E R E S U LT S

By leveraging the expertise of Calix Professional Services, Liberty was able to realize several important
benefits. First, as a result of the comprehensive training they received, Liberty’s field technicians now
have an in-depth understanding of the best practices required to complete a successful Managed Wi-Fi
deployment. This included:
•

Proper placement of the GigaCenter and GigaSpire systems at the optimum location in the subscriber’s
home to ensure maximum performance

•

Installation of Calix 804Mesh and GigaMesh in larger homes to improve coverage in hard-to-reach areas

•

Specialized skills needed to fine tune and troubleshoot installations using the advanced tools available in
Calix Support Cloud

Liberty also realized significant operational efficiencies as a result of its engagement with Calix Professional
Services. Not only did the company reduce installation times by as much as 50 percent, it also dramatically
reduced truck rolls for installation re-trips. These improvements had the twin benefit of improving
subscriber satisfaction while also reducing operations costs.
Perhaps most importantly, Liberty’s field technicians now have the knowledge and confidence they need to
position the value of Managed Wi-Fi to subscribers and upsell them when the opportunity arises. As Marcus
Behnken, Liberty’s Plant Operations Manager notes, “the installations that our technicians completed
immediately following the training that we had provided them with the ability to sell more mesh devices.”
Overall, in its engagement with Liberty, Calix Professional Services accelerated the time-to-value of its
network investment and helped Liberty increase the penetration rate for its Managed Wi-Fi service and
generate additional revenues.
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